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Abstract: As the building of a huge building requires building a strong foundation for the great columns of the monarchy and the government are based on columns reliable. In examining the cause’s extinction of the Sasanian dynasty. First, it must be said what was the basis for the formation of the political system. And the foundation and source of the path taken through the years. And the damage left behind by the great weight of your body does not tolerate And it has went downhill. Reasons for fall of Sasanian clear that each of them has a perfect explanation.
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Introduction

Several hypotheses have been identified for the fall of the Sassanid listed: The first hypothesis is based on the internal factors of extinction Sassanid the Sassanid state that it was based on Over the years and as a result of corruption, authority, dependency. Caused the extinction of the Sassanian dynasty. The second hypothesis: The Sassanid dynasty that ruled the vast Persian Empire’s decline follows a general theory. Which historically has been the fate of the Persian Empire. The third hypothesis: Impact of external factors in the Sassanian Dynasty. It is hypothesized that the failure of the Sassanian imposed by some neighbors brought serious damage to the body of the Sassanid. Especially Health G. hostage and ransom the captive and imposed heavy Iran. On the other hand, the Arabs were always in the shadow of Iran Especially in a stream bed with Iran’s military offensive in the deposition Bahram G. support. This little grandeur of the Roman Empire and the Sassanid Empire in the neighbor’s pale

Until the end of the rule of Kho row Pervez and after his death Fatal blows to the body creates this great Empire. Fourth hypothesis: Revolutions that occurred during the reign of Sassanian Mazak movement as well as the ideological basis for the claim that Mamy and thus Zoroastrianism priests and Hroden against other beliefs. Like Christianity and later Islam’s teachings which was very simple and understandable loosened Zoroastrian priests were brought to the medieval and so hard that the king had appointed to the Clergymen the legitimacy of the Zoroastrian religion that must hurt like all religions, is persuasive and reduce the power of the Sassanid kings. One of the most obvious reasons are Class differences among the Sasanian. The people were divided into groups of peasants and rich variety of hands that the Sassanid Empire collapsed. Natural factors such as floods and earthquakes and how external factors such as wars and the incompetence of the Sassanian kings and their wrong decisions, G. fratricide it’s like that outcomes of severe weakness. Mrs. argue about 400 years after the fall of the Sassanid dynasty is presented: Degeneration, Spread over military power and erosion, just ritualistic exercise intolerance and indivisible, with profound social and political implications of it. Expanding military power and wear it too, could well explain the causes of the fall of the Sassanid limited offer. Civil instability, there are 26 local king, passion and absolute decline of the priests, the Zoroastrian priesthood authority on the political system, injustice and oppression innumerable bureaucrats, impose heavy taxes and duties, severe economic crisis, the consequences of long wars in Iran and Rome, and Rona cholera and plague epidemic diseases, twelve different class conflict, division and discord people, the absolute rejection of the military aristocracy and mental exhaustion of the army, the height of the ancient union of church and state against the people, the Arabs invaded the northern border, popular uprisings, regional and domestic. These are all factors that stamina was kidnapped Iranians Aryan spirit in search of freedom of thought and his body was in pursuit of social justice and equality. That is exactly what the Sassanid state it was extremely strange. Another important step in this course was further weakened the Sasanian to multiply the time by Myna few coins in their own name. A list of names of the coins in the name of the temple there. There were several such third Myna KH, KH fourth win in almost a rule, and at the same time in different states or even your state name coins were minted. The third period of disintegration Sassanid era was Yazdgerd III, a new era that can be called the Kingdom of wandering. This confusion more than anything as a result of declining support from the
state in which he ran the camp. Interestingly, phasing out the titles of the written word and even Sassanid coins. This can result in failure of the wars and the weakening of the King of Kings against hostile neighbors knew, something that requires further study. All the problems mentioned above, each in turn, and the size of weakness and collapse of the Sassanid counts. Considering these factors, we can make the impression of weakness and went downhill since the Sassanian Kho row came into being. Although the largest and most powerful kings of this dynasty Kho row is. But he acts like a tax and divided the country into four provinces and four choices for each state's governor Weakness slowly penetrate the foundation and the King Kho row Pervez big as laid out by commanders. The incidence of these problems in the establishment is open and clear and the point representing the fall and the collapse of the Sassanid.

Conclusion

Sassanid dynasty, who stood a few hundred years in Shaper and Ardashir founded by the great kings and extent of finds. Sassanid kings during their rule were based on the official religion of the country Iran and the Shah of Iran was considered the spiritual. As the situation in the country during the late Sassanian king was troubled do not see the kingdom of the Bard who descended from the royal family and the government does not? The integrity of the extraordinary it can be said about the situation in Iran was slow but over time, and the kings of the measures and reforms that changed the country was committed to them. In the course of Kho row Anoushiravan on tax reforms in the country in its time of Kho row out that although the action was timely and accurate. But in later periods Kho row reform, including tax reform to bring problems. Kho row country is divided into four states. In each state, with all the power of a king ruled the kingdom. After destroying the integrity and Yd. SETI country. And people had to pay taxes on the steep country and province. The power of the royal family was dwindling. It was internecine problems later on Iran. Kings were unfit to work or rely on the throne of the Kings for a short time, but they were dismissed by the nobility and the elders. To the point where the royal family was not the right guy for kingship. Hunger - Flood - Plague - earthquake had natural causes the pillars of the Sassanid dynasty tremble and brought to weakness and destruction. 27 years of inconclusive wars with Rome was at the time of Kho row Pervez, People were tired and frustrated. The number of people killed in wars and losses and losses on the Iranian society. And finally, the weakness of both the Roman and later the Romans entered into a peace treaty was signed between Iran and injuries and damage. But what's dividend income, gains nothing from this, there was only one factor in declining wise weaker and faster. Romans again for supporting Iranian Christians, many of whom were killed by government forces and their lot were entered. This figure was after almost four hundred and ten years of the reign of the Sassanian dynasty of many factors that go hand in hand to the family's reign ended. Period in which it can safely be attributed to the Achaemenes Iran after period. Itself the successor state of the Iranian Achaemenes and Sassanid knew the extent of what they could do in the time of Darius. In this era of knowledge was of great value in relation to other countries and exchange of scientific information and the glory of scholarly and literary hit. To all the science and culture of Islam skirt offer.
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